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ON THE MODEL EQUATIONS WHICH DESCRIBE

NONLINEAR WAVE MOTIONS IN A ROTATING FLUID12

BY

JONG UHN KIM

Abstract. This paper concerns mathematical aspects of the two model equations

describing nonlinear wave motions in a rotating fluid. We establish local existence of

solutions and show that singularities occur in a finite time under certain hypotheses.

We also show that these equations admit nonconstant travelling wave solutions.

0. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to report some results on qualitative

properties of the two model equations which arise in the theory of long waves in a

rotating fluid:

(0-1) u, + aux + uux + A-^r "^,f)     = di\ = 0,
3x   -L»   ^X_rif + B2

3    32   r00 u(n t)
(0-2) u, + aux + uux-A- — / '   > dr, = 0.

-°°  ]l(x -t/)2 + B2

Equation (0-1) was derived by Leibovich [9]. This equation describes axially

symmetric long wave motions of small amplitude in inviscid, incompressible, rotat-

ing fluids which are radially infinite. Here A # 0, B > 0 and a are real constants, t is

the time variable and x the axial coordinate. When r denotes the radial coordinate,

the wave disturbance stream function \¡/(r, x, t) is assumed to be of the form

\p(r, x, t) = e<b(r)u(x, t) and u(x, t) satisfies (0-1); for details, see [9]. Equation

(0-2) is obtained from (0-1) by exploiting the zero-order equivalence of 3/3x and

-3/3i (see [2]).

It is interesting to compare equation (0-1) with Burger's equation (without

dissipation) and with the K-dV equation:

(0-3) ut -Y aux + uux = 0,
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(0-4) u, + au. uu, -Y u. = 0.

Equation (0-3) is obtained from (0-1) by deleting the dispersion term, and equation

(0-4) has a dispersion term which is stronger than that of (0-1); see [2]. Now we

consider some basic mathematical questions associated with an evolution equation:

(Ql) Does there exist a unique local solution of the initial value problem in a

reasonably smooth function space?

(Q2) Can this local solution be defined globally in time in the same function

space?

(Q3) Does the equation admit a nonconstant continuous travelling wave solution?

The main results of this paper are the answers to these questions; see Theorems

1.1, 2.1, 3.4 and 3.6. Actually we discuss more general equations which include (0-1)

and (0-2). The qualitative theory for equation (0-4) has been developed by many

authors and the results are well known. With regard to the above questions, we

compare the equations as follows:

(Ql)

(Q2)
(Q3)

(0-1), (0-2)

Yes

No

Yes

(0-3)

Yes

No

No

(0-4)

Yes

Yes

Yes

This summary will be explained in detail in the subsequent sections.

Notations. The standard notations 3„ 3X, /,, fx are used for 3/3?, 3/3x, df/dt,

3//3x, respectively. For a given function g, its Fourier transform is defined (as

usual) by

1        r00

g(t) = —f     g(x)e-xUx.
v2tt    -oo

Hs, s > 0, stands for the set of all real-valued functions g in L2(R) such that

f (l+|||2rif(£)|2^<cc;

and the norm I is taken to be

\\g\& - f° (l + \l\2)'\È(t)\ #.

Hl(0, p) denotes the set of all real-valued functions in L2(0, p) whose first order

derivative is also in L2(0, /?). The elements of C0(R) are continuous functions in R

which vanish at infinity.

1. Local existence of solutions. Under some physical hypotheses, the general

model equations for long waves are given by either

(1-1) u, + aux + uux + 3XP,« = 0

or

(1-2) u, -Y aux + uux -Y d,P2u = 0,
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where Px and P2 are pseudo-differential operators. In the derivation of such

equations, the operators P,, /' = 1,2, are usually determined from the dispersion

relation in terms of their symbols P,(£), / = 1,2 (see [1, 2, 9]). Hence, we assume that

the symbols P,(£)> ' = 1» 2, are given in advance to define the operators P,, i = 1,2.

For (0-1), (0-2), the corresponding operators are given by

(1-3) -Px(è) = P2(è) = Ad27rJeK0(Bm),

where K0(-) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order zero. In this

section, we establish the local existence of solutions to (1-1), (1-2) in the case where

the symbols P,(£), ' = 1,2, satisfy the following conditions:

(1-4) P,(£), r = 1,2, are even, real-valued functions;

(1-5) €*l({)el-,i-l,2;

(1-6)    for some -l<5<M<oo, 5< P2(£) < M holds for almost all £ g R.

Since .rv0(l£l) behaves like -log|£| for small £ and like yV/2|£| e_lil for large £, it is

easy to see that (1-4), (1-5) are satisfied by (1-3), and (1-6) is satisfied when

rw_-1_

max{6Ä£2tf0(2*|S|)'
A> „

z  max — £'

Now we state the local existence theorem.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose conditions (1-4) to (1-6) hold. Let s > 3/2 and u0(x) g Hs.

Then there is a positive number T depending on \\u0\\H, such that (1-1), (1-2) have

unique solutions in C([0, T); Hs) n Cl([0, T); Hsl) satisfying u(x,0) = u0(x).

Proof. Let s > 3/2 be given. By virtue of (1-4) and (1-5), it is obvious that

/ -» dxPxfis a continuous mapping from Hs into itself satisfying:

(1-7) RPi/L*<||£Pi(í)IUI/IU*,    for all/eH*,

(1-8) ||9,P1/-3xP1g|L2<||£P1(£)||z.„||/-g||z.2,    for all/, g g H\

Following the notation in Kato [6], we take X = L2, Y = Hs. Then, by means of

(1-7), (1-8), we find that (1-1) is a special version of Example 8.1 in [6], so we can

employ Kato's result directly to obtain a unique solution in C([0, T); Hs) n

Cx([0, T); H5'1) for some T > 0. Next we rewrite (1-2) in the form

(1-9) u, + aux -Y uux + P¿(aux + uux) = 0,

where P3(£) = -P2(£)/(l + P2(l))- By taking account of the hypotheses on P2(£), it

can be easily shown that if m g C([0, F); Hs) n C^IO, T); Hsl), s > 3/2, then

(1-2) and (1-9) are equivalent, that is, a solution of (1-9) in the above function

space is also a solution of (1-2) and vice versa. Conditions (1-4) to (1-6) imply that

£P3(£) g L°° and /-» P3fx is a continuous mapping from Hs into itself. The

mapping (/, g) ->/g is a continuous bilinear mapping from H" X H" into H",

provided a > 1/2, and hence, it follows that for all/ g Hs,

(l-io) ||p3(«/x + ffx)\\„s < m||í¡»3(OL.(II/II«. + II/II2!/.),
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and for all/, g G Hs,

(1-11) "P3(a/* + ffx) ~ P3(ag* + ggx)"L2

< m||íp,(¿)|L-{||/+ gWAf-gy + Wf-gh*},

where M > 0 depends only on a. By taking X = L2, Y = Hs, and using (1-10),

(1-11), it is easily seen that (1-9) is also a special version of Example 8.1 in [6], and

the local existence of solutions to (1-9) follows immediately.

2. Formation of singularities. Since local solutions have been obtained in

C([0, F); Hs), s > 3/2, we shall examine the possibility of extending a local

solution to a global solution. It turns out that singularities develop in local solutions

under the additional assumptions and, thus, a local solution cannot be extended

globally in time in general. In this section we assume not only (1-4) to (1-6), but

also the following conditions:

(2-1) É2f\(€) g L2;

(2-2) ¿2P2U) g L1 n L2.

Obviously, (2-1), (2-2) are satisfied by (1-3). The main result of this section is:

Theorem 2.1. Under the above assumptions the local solutions of (1-1), (1-2) in

C([0, T); Hs), s > 3/2, cannot be extended globally in time in the same function space

if the initial function u0(x) g Hs satisfies:

(2-3) X/p2 < kx,   for equation (1-1) ;

(2-4) (X -YX2)p2 < k2,   for equation (1-2),

where X = ||w0llz.2 > 0> p = -minxsRu0x(x) and kx (resp. k2) is a positive constant

depending only on P, (resp. P2). As a consequence, we have

Theorem 2.2. Let sx < 3 be given. Then, for any e > 0, there are initial data w0(x)

in HSl such that \\u0\\HH < e and no global solution satisfying the initial condition

u(x, 0) = uQ(x) exists in C([0, oo); HSl)for any s2 > 3/2.

Proof. We may take 3/2 < sx < 3 - 8 for some S > 0. Let / be any (nontrivial)

function in Hs> and define /„(*) = e5/2~sf(x/e). Let ß = \\f(-)\\L2, r =

~™inx*r fx(x) and P = \\f(-)\\Hn. Then

WOL»-«3-*. minftx(x) = -*3/2-Sr
xeR

and

ll/E(-)Ln < 2"/v-»jb + 2"/v-^-y

By taking e sufficiently small, /.(•) is a desired initial function satisfying (2-3) and

(2-4).
To prove Theorem 2.1, we need the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.3. Suppose (1-1), (1-2) have solutions ux(x, t), u2(x, t), respectively, in

C([0, F) ; Hs), s > 3/2, satisfying ut(x,0) = u0(x) g Hs, i = 1,2. Then the follow-

ing hold:

(2-5) hi(x,t)\\L2=\\u0(x)\\L2,   forallt<E[0,T),

(2-6) ||u2(x, OIL'< M||k0(x)||L2,   farolito [0,T),

where M is a positive constant depending only on P2.

Proof. Combined with (1-1), (1-2), u(x, t) g C([0, F); Hs) implies u(x, t) g

CHtO, F); H''1). Multiplying both sides of (1-1), (1-2) by ux(x, t), u2(x, t),

respectively, and integrating over R, we obtain

d   r°°
(2-7) —j     u2(x,t)dx = 0,

(2-8) |/_J1 + P2(£))|&2(|,r)|2^ = 0,

since

/OO /-OOuixu¡dx = 0,     f     (u¡u¡x)u¡dx = 0,       i = 1,2;
-00 -00

/OO /.OO A 2(PxuXx)uxdx= HPM)\ux(t,t)\  dt = 0.
-oo •'-oo

(Notice that ux is a real-valued function and, hence, \ùx(Ç, t)\2 is an even function of

£.) (2-5) is implied by (2-7) and, by making use of (2-8) and (1-6), (2-6) is easily

deduced.

Now we proceed to:

Proof of Theorem 2.1. With the aid of (1-4) to (1-6) and (2-1), (2-2), we can

express Pxfx and P3/x (defined in the preceding section) for / g H", o > 1, as

follows:

(2-11) PJX - T G,(x - y)f(y) dy,       i = 1,3,
•'-oo

where G¿, i = 1,3, satisfy

(2-12) Gx g L2,       Glx G L2;

(2-13) G3 G L2 n C0,        G3x g L2 n C0.

We assume that for given nontrivial u0(x) in ZF, 5 > 3/2, there is a global solution

u(x, t) of (1-1) in C([0, oo); Hs) which, combined with (1-1), implies

« G C*(R x[0,oo)).

Following the classical theory of characteristics, we solve the initial value problem

for each fixed tj G R:

(2-14) dx(t,r\)/dt = a + u(x(t,r\), t),

(2-15) x(0,i,) = tj.
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Observing that u(x, t) is uniformly bounded on R X [0, F], for each F > 0, we can

conclude that x(t, tj) g C\[0, oo) X R) and x(t, r/2) > x(t, i\x) for all / > 0, pro-

vided t}2 > Tij (see Hale [5]). With this x(t, tj), u(x(t, tj), t) is regarded as a function

of t for each tj and satisfies, for each fixed tj,

d r00
(2-16)    —u(x(t,i)),t) = -j     Gx(x(t,7])-y)u(y,t)dy,    for all t > 0,

and

(2-17) M(x(0,r,),0) = «0(r,).

Since u0(ri) * 0, there are p > 0 and tj, < r/2 such that

(2-18) («0(^2) - "oUOM'h - Ii) = -M-

Let us set w = «0(^1) - «0(12) > 0, tj2 - i,, = / > 0. From (2-16), (2-17), it fol-

lows that for all t > 0,

(2-19)  w(x(i, r/J, 0 - u(x(t, r/2), /) = u0(r¡x) - u0(r¡2)

-/   dr        {Gx(x(T,r\x)-y)-Gx(x(r,Tt\2)-y)}u(y,r)dy,
J0 •'-oo

which, together with Lemma 2.3 and (2-12), implies

(2-20)    u(x(t, r,,), 0 - u(x(t, tj2), t)>a- [' drMxX\x(r, i]x) - x(t, tj2)|,
•'0

for all t > 0, and

(2-21)    \u(x(t, i]x), t) - u(x(t, r,2), 01 < " + f drMxX\x(r, i)x) - x(t, t,2)|,
•'0

for all t > 0, where Mx = \\GXx\\Li and X = \\u0(ri)\\L2. But, (2-14) and (2-15) yield

(2-22)    |x(t, t,,) - x(t, t|2)| < / + f ft \u(x($, 1,0, f ) - u(x($, r,2), ?)|.

Consequently, for all 0 < í ^ 1/ju, we have

|M(x(í,r/l),0-"(^(í,í)2).0l

(2-23)
<o?+ f drMxxll+ f dï\u(x($,r,x),Ç)-u(x(Ç, r,2),f)|

•'0 v •'0

(by using w = lp)

< toil + ̂ M + m^/j dt(t - oK*tt, nx), 0 - «(x(r, i,2), ni

<tóíi + ̂ )+3/1x/o'j?(i-r)Kxa,1,o,n-«w?,'jo,f)i-

By Gronwall's inequality we arrive at

(2-24)        \u(x(t, %), 0 - «(*(*, ij2), 01 < "(1 + MxX/p})eM^2»\
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for all 0 < t < 1/p and, hence,

Mi\jlo/'Î[]l-ï]\u{x(mi)d)-u(x(^i]2)d)\ft

^aJi + ̂ I *   *W

In the mean time, substituting (2-22) into (2-20) we have, for all 0 < t < 1/p,

(2-26)

u(x(t,itl),t)-u(x(t,V2),t)

> w 1 -
MXX

- MXX (' dr f ft \u(x($, r,0, S) ~ u(x(S, r,2), f )|
■'n        •'nfl2   / •'o       •'o

= a 1
MXX

mxx f ft(t - r)|tt(x(r, 1,0, r) - «(*tt. *a). r )|

> W l-^]j-Mxxf^ft^-^\u(x^,Vx)j)-u(x(Lrl2),a

by using (2-25)

(        MXX     M,X I       M,X \   „. _ j> u 1-i-Ml + "V UMlV2"
I J"2        2/x2 \ ,x2  ;

Now we choose k > 0 such that

(2-27) Mx{k -Y |k(1 + MxK)eM^/2} < 1/2,

(2-28) M1neM*'/1 < 1/2.V / 1 /

Then

(2-29) X/p2 < k

implies

(2-30)        u(x(t,Tix),t) - u(x(t,r¡2),t)>2-tí,   for allO < t < l//z.

For the remainder of the proof, we assume (2-29) holds. We proceed to estimate

x(t, t/2) - x(r, r\x). Combining (2-14) to (2-17), it is apparent that

(2-31)

x(t, n) - n + f dr{a + u0(V) - f d$ j°° Gx(x(S,v) -y)u(y, f ) #},

for all t > 0, t, g jR, and thus,

i2"32) , ,      00

x(í,t,2)-x(í,t,0=/-«í-/'í/t/  ftlf     (^(xtf.r/O-v)
^0 •'0 W-oo

-Gx(x(i,r\i)-y))u(y,ï)dy
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Set f(t) = x(t, r/2) - x(t, r¡x); then f(t) > 0 for all t > 0. From (2-32), we derive

the estimate:

(2-33)      f(t) <l-ut + f drfaxfftf) #j

= I - at + Mx\ ('(t - £)f(£) d$
Jo

^l-at-rMjXÍ'l-- s)f(S) d$,    for all 0 < t < -.
'o If        I M

By the generalized Gronwall inequality (see Hale [5]),

(2-34) /(/) < / - ut + Mxxf^ U- f)(/ - Ul;)eM^2»2ft

-/-«/ + ^Ae"'^!^! - -/2 + i«r3),

for all 0 < t < 1/ju. In particular,

(2-35) /(l//i) < (I^^Aí^^Vm3.

from which we deduce, using (2-28), (2-29),

/-,   «Ax m(x(1//í, t)2), 1//Q - m(x(1//j, t,Q, 1//Q
(2-36) -T—----—-r- <  -3/i.

-^(1/M, i)2) - x(l/p,rii)

Hence, for some,y2 > v,,

(2-37) «U,1/m)-«U,1/m) = _3
yi-yi

Let us summarize what we have obtained so far: If we suppose that u(x, t) g

C([0,oo); Hs),s > 3/2,

u(x2,0) - u(xx,0)-——-= -p < 0,

x2 > xx and ||m(x, 0)\\Li/p2 < k (defined by (2-27), (2-28)), then at time / = 1/u,

u(y2,t)-u(yx,t)

yi-yi
= -3/x,    for somey2 > yx.

Recalhng that \\u(x, Ollz.2 is constant for all t > 0, taking l//t as our initial time and

repeating the above process, we arrive at

(2_38) «(z2,l//x + 1/3/Q - u(zx,l/p + 1/3/Q = _%

z2 — zx

for some z2 > zx. By indefinite iteration we conclude that as / approaches

/x_1(l + 1/3 + 1/32 + • • • ) = 1/x"1, -min^fl ux(x, t) tends to + oo, which con-

tradicts our assumption that u(x, t) g C([0, oo); Hs), s > 3/2. This completes the

proof for equation (1-1). As mentioned in the preceding section, equations (1-2)

and (1-9) are equivalent provided u(x, t) g C([0, F); Hs), s > 3/2; hence, we
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consider (1-9) to prove the assertion for (1-2). By virtue of (2-13), we derive that

for all/ g L2(R),

/OO
{G3(xx -y)- G3(x2 - y))f(y) dy < \Xl - x2\ \\G3x\\L4f\\L2

.     -00

and

/oo 12       I 2
{G3(xx-y) - G3(x2-y)} f(y)\  dy\ <\xx - x2\ ||G3j(||L-||/||L2.

Using these inequalities and Lemma 2.3, and going through the same procedure as

above, we can arrive at a similar conclusion for equation (1-9); we omit the details.

Seliger [10] also considered some model equations of nonlinear wave motions.

However, the method in [10] is not applicable to our problem. The main reason is

that uxx(x, t) may not be defined as an ordinary function under our assumption.

Even if all the assumptions in [10] were met, a result analogous to Theorem 2.2

cannot be inferred from the result of [10]. Finally, we recall some known results on

the solutions of (0-3) and (0-4). For a given initial function in Hs, s > 3/2, (0-3)

and (0-4) have unique local solutions in C([0, F); Hs), s > 3/2; see Kato [6, 7]. It

is known that a local solution of (0-4) in ([0, F); Hs) can be extended globally in

time provided s > 2, while (0-3) does not admit any global solution in

C([0, oo) ; Hs),s > 3/2, unless the initial function is identically zero.

3. Existence of travelling wave solutions. We shall seek solutions of (1-1), (1-2) in

the form ¿>(x — ct), <i> * constant. For this purpose we consider the following

equations with c # a:

(3-1) <í>-^—Px<i> = \ —^—<t>\v c — a 2 c — a

(3-2) <b-— P2<i> = -z-<1>2.
a — c 2 c — a

Let us suppose that P1; P2 are convolution operators with a kernel in L1(R) and <>(•)

is a solution of (3-1) (resp. (3-2)) in LX(R). Then, <b(x — ct) is a solution (in the

distribution sense) of (1-1) (resp. (1-2)) provided uux is interpreted as (\u2)x.

Therefore, we try to find solutions of (3-1), (3-2) under the following assumptions

on Px and P2:

(3-3) P,(£), i = 1,2, are even, real-valued functions;

(3-4) P,(0 g Ü U L2 and </P,(£)/¿£g L2, i = 1,2;

(3-5) there exist p > 0 and s + 0, P,(0), such that the set {£: P,(|) = s) n

{2-rrk/p: k = 0,1,2,...} is not empty and consists of an odd number of points;

(3-6) there exist p > 0 and s * -1/ Jïrr, 0, P2(0), such that the set {£: P2(£) =

s } n {2rrk/p: k = 0,1,2,...) is not empty and consists of an odd number of points.

Theorem 3.1. Under assumptions (3-3) to (3-5) there are nonconstant, periodic

solutions to (3-1) for suitable c # a.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose a * 0 and (3-3), (3-4) and (3-6) hold. Then (3-2) admits

nonconstant periodic solutions for suitable c ¥= a.
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let us write (3-1) as

(3-7) <p - XPX<¡> = \X<¡>2,

where X is a parameter. By virtue of (3-4) we can define a function F(-) such that

F(£) = Pi/£); then F is an even function in L\R) (see [8]). Consequently, Px is

defined by

(3-8) (Pi</>)(*) =  T F(x - y)$(y) dy,   for all <j> g L°°(R).
•'-oo

Next we define

00

(3-9) Fp(x)=    £   F(x + kp)
k = -cc

with p which appeared in (3-5). Then the series converges absolutely at almost all x

and Fp(x) is a/?-periodic, even function. It is easy to see that Fp(x) is integrable over

[0, p] and can be expanded in trigonometric functions:

(3-10) Fp(x)~    £    ^Pl(ML<<W,)
£ = -oo       " \    r     I

v2m «  ,„N       ^   2}¡2tt -  / 2irk \     ( 2irk   \

-— P'(0)\Ç,~ p'(—H—4
Next we define the function space

(3-11) i.-{£..«(¥*)=•*"• ¿wi1*^)

equipped with the norm (X^°_ola*|2{l + (2",/V//?)2})1/2 and the corresponding inner

product; then Sp is a real Hubert space. We also define the operator Tp by

< oo,

(3-12) (T^)(x) = f   Fp(x-y)<b(y)dy,   for each </> g S,.

Then we have

Lemma 3.3. Tp is a compact, selfadjoint operator in Sp and has an eigenvalue v2tt s

of odd multiplicity (recall that s andp appeared in (3-5)).

Proof. Let <b = EJ?_0fl*cos(2wJbc//>) g Sp. Then from (3-10) and (3-12) it

follows that

(3-13) Tp<b~   £ v^P^ — ja.cos^— x
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By the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma, Px(2Trk/p) converges to 0 as A: tends to infinity

and we obtain the estimate

(3-14)
2rrk\

\    i2/,     /2^\2oj    1 +
« .        \   p   J

< max
k

Pi "j IMl+(¥)>
k = 0

which implies that the infinite series of (3-13) converges absolutely for all x and is

equal to (Tp<j>)(x) for all x. Now it is obvious that Tp is a continuous mapping from

Sp into itself and that Tp is selfadjoint in Sp. For each m > 1 the operator Tp m,

defined by

(3-15) Tp^= p^Px[^ykcos{^x),

for <b = lZko=0akcos(2Trkx/p) g Sp, is a compact operator from Sp into itself. Since

the operator norm \\Tp - Tp¡m\\ is bounded by ]/2TTmaxk>m+x\Px(2Trk/p)\, we con-

clude that \\T - T „\\ converges to 0 as m tends to infinity. Thus, Tp is also

compact. Finally, combining (3-5) and (3-13), we deduce that i¡2tt s is an eigen-

value of odd multiplicity in S .

Lemma 3.4. The mapping of<f> -* 4>2 is a C00-mappingfrom Sp into itself.

Proof. First we observe that that Sp norm is equivalent to the //x(0, p) norm and

Sp is a closed subspace of H\0, p). Let

<b=   E Ateos -^-x   g Sp   and   <bm=   £ a^cos -^-x  .
k=o \   P     i k=o V   "      '

From the identity cos Reos y = ^{cos(j8 + y) -Y cos(/? - y)}, we infer that #j, g S

for each m. In the mean time it is known that iff, g g Hl(0, p), then/g g //x(0, p)

and

\\fg\\tf(p,p) < Mll/ll//'(o,Jlsll//L(o,„)
holds with a constant M > 0 independent of /, g. Therefore <p^ converges to <J>2 in

//1(0, p) as m tends to infinity, and we conclude that <i>2 g S^,. Now it is easy to see

that the mapping <b -» <b2 is C°° from Sp into itself.

With the aid of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, we can easily show that all the hypotheses in

Theorem A of Westreich [11] are satisifed. Hence, it follows that (1/ yj2rr~s, 0)eÄ

X Sp is a bifurcation point for the equation

(3-16) <b - XTp<j> = |-A<f>2.

In other words, for any given e > 0, there is a nonzero element <be in S and Xe g R

such that |Xe - 1/ i/2ws\ < e, \\<f>e\\s < e and (Xe, 0e) satisfies (3-16). It remains to

show that for sufficiently small e > 0, </>c cannot be a constant function. In fact,

when <j»e = p, for some constant, p, 0 < |p| < e, (3-16) implies

(3-17) p - X^Px(0)P = |\eP2.
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If e is sufficiently small, 1 - X<rv/2wP1(0) is bounded away from zero by condition

(3-5) and, consequently, (3-17) cannot hold for small p # 0. If </> G Sp then <j> is a

/?-periodic, continuous function in L°°(R) and the following holds:

rP /*°o
(3-18) Fp(x-y)<b(y)dy =        F(x - y)*(y) dy.

J0 •'-oo

Hence, a solution of (3-16) in Sp is also a solution of (3-1) by choosing suitable

c # a. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Suppose a ¥= 0 and write (3-2) as

(3-19) </> - XP2<f> = -(X -Y l)<b2/2a,

where X is a parameter. The above proof of Theorem 3.1 can be repeated to establish

the existence of nonconstant periodic solutions to (3-2). The additional conditions

that s ¥= -1/ \/2tt and that a ¥= 0 are necessary to choose a constant c correspond-

ing to suitable X, that is, c g R can be chosen so that c/(a — c) = X when X # -1,

a # 0.

As an application of the above results, we specialize on (0-1) and (0-2), which we

rewrite as

3   z-00
(3-20) ul + aux + uux + ^j     T(x - y)u(y, t) dy = 0,

3   r°°
(3-21) ut + aux -Y uux — — 1      T(x — y)u(y, t) dy = 0,

"l •'-OO

where

r(x) = a—- .        -.
3*2 A2 + R2

This interpretation of (0-1) and (0-2) is admissible since the original model

equation was derived in terms of the symbol of the operator (see [9]). Moreover, this

form of the equations has an advantage in that the integral is well defined when

u(-, t) is merely in Lx. Restricting our attention to the case c > a, our claim for

equation (3-20) is:

Theorem 3.4. Suppose A ¥= 0 and B > 0. Then (3-20) has nonconstant, periodic

travelling wave solutions of the form <¡>(x — et), c > a. If A < 0, the amplitude of<j> can

be arbitrarily small (with c — a bounded away from zero). If A > 0 and c — a > e for

some e > 0, then there is no nonconstant, periodic solution of the form <b(x — ct) with

11*11 L- < e/2.

Proof. We consider equation (3-1) with Px(i;) = -A^2/tt£2K0(B\£\), where

K0(-) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order zero. It is known

that £2,rv0(|£|) is nonnegative for all | and that it behaves like -£2log|£| for small ¿,

and |/7r/2|£|3/2e-lil for large |. Moreover, maxç>0£2K0(B\£\) occurs at a single

point, which we denote by ¿0; 1.55/5 < £0 < 1.56/5. Accordingly, conditions

(3-3), (3-4) are satisfied and we choose

(3-22) s0 = -Ay/ï/ïilK0(Bi0)
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and

(3-23) p0 = 2Trk0 ¿0,   for any fixed positive integer k0,

so that condition (3-5) is satisfied. In fact, the set {£: Pi(£) = s0] n {2Trk/p0:

k = 0,1,2,...} is a single point £0 and, hence, the eigenvalue -J2rr s0 (or

-2j4£o^o(^£o)) is simple with an eigenfunction cos(£0x). Here we can use a

theorem of Crandall-Rabinowitz [4] to conclude that (3-1) has solutions

«¡>(x) = ecos(£0x) + eg(e)

with c — a = ^2tts0 + h(e) for sufficiently small e > 0, where g(e) is a c°° function

of e into the complement of span{cos(£0x)} in S and h(e) is a c°° function of e into

R such that g(0) = 0, h(0) = 0. When A < 0, s0 is positive by (3-22) and thus the

first part of the theorem has been proved. Next let us consider the case A > 0 which

implies s0 < 0. Since we are interested in solutions of the form §(x - et), c > a, we

define a new function ^ by

(3-24) ¥ = -2(c-a) + 4>,

and write (3-1) in terms of ^:

(3-25) *-— P,¥ = J —!— *2,
a - c   * 2 a - c

where we have used the fact that P, annihilates constant functions since !*!(£) =

-A\J2/tt £2K0(B11|). Now we have a - c in place of c - a, which is the only

difference between (3-1) and (3-25). So we know that (3-25) has solutions

ecos(£0x) + eg(e) with a — c = ]/2tts0 + h(e) for sufficiently small e > 0, where

g, h are the same functions as above. Hence we have obtained solutions <#>(x) of

(3-1) in the form

<¡,(x) = 2{2A£02tf0(B£0) - h(e)} + ecos(£0x) + eg(e),

with c — a = 2A£lK0(B£0) - h(e), which is positive when A > 0 and e is suffi-

ciently small. Finally, we suppose that A > 0, c — a > e > 0 and (3-20) has a

nonconstant periodic solution <f>(x - ci) in L00 with period/?. Then, using (3-18), we

find that <i>(x) satisfies

(3-26)     <b(x) - -±-f Fp(x -y)<b(y) dy =        1       rj,2(x) + M,
c — a J0    y 2(c — a)

where M is a constant. Let us define

(3-27) o-(x) = *(*)- 7 iP<t>(y) dy
P Jo

and write (3-26) in terms of a(x):

1      fp
°(x)--—-/   F(x-y)o(y)dy

c — a Jn

(3"28) 1 1   t,p      \
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where M is a constant and we have used the fact that j£Fp(x — y) dy = 0 (notice

that Pi(0) = 0). Multiplying both sides of (3-28) by o(x) and integrating over (0, p),

we obtain

(3-29)    f o2(x) dx < -J-/I||a||L.. + ±1 f *(,) dy\) j" o2(x) dx
Jo c — a (z P \Jo \) Jo

< -^—2^11^ f a2(x) dx,
c — a J0

since J£o(x) dx = 0 and

jT (jT Fp(x - y)<b(y) dy^(x) dx

= j2TT-pPx(0)a2+  £ ^T7^Px(^)(al + bl)
k=i \  y   l

= -ÍAP(2-^)2K0(B2-f)(al + b2)^0,

where

2-nk        ,    .   2tTk   \
a,, cos-x + ¿?tsin-x  .

P PI

Since d> is nonconstant, j?o2(x)dx > 0 and hence, it follows from (3-29) that

||<#>|| ¿oo 3* (c — a)/2 > e/2. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.4.

Remark 3.5. We note that there are infinitely many s, p such that {£: Pi(£) = s]

n {2<Trk/p: k = 0,1,2,...} is a single point; we could have chosen other points

rather than s0, p0 in the above proof. Now we elaborate on this fact. When

P,(£) = -A^2/tt12K0(B1£1), P,(£) is monotonically increasing on [0, £0] and mono-

tonically decreasing on [£0, oo) or vice versa depending on A. Therefore, it is easy to

show that the set {s: 3p > 0, such that s, p satisfy (3-5)} is dense in the interval

(0, s0) (or (j0,0)). Suppose A < 0. Let sx be any number in (0, s0) and |j < £2 be

two roots of P,(£) = sx. If (3-5) is not satisfied by sx, we infer that if £, = 2iTkx/p

for some p > 0 and integer kx > 0, then there is a positive integer k2 so that

£2 = 2irk2/p. Suppose this is the case. Set sf = sx — 8 > 0, for small 8 > 0. Then

£x = 2irkx/p, £2 = 2irk2/p for some/? > 0 and integers kx, k2 > 0. Let ¿f < |J be

roots of î\(£) = i* and choose/?* so that £* = 2Tikx/p*. Obviously, £* < |x < £2 <

¿5- Thus,/?* > /? and 2-nk2/p* < 2Trk2/p = ¿2. If 8 is sufficiently small, then/?*, ££

are so close to /?, £2, respectively, that there is no integer &£ > 0 such that

¿5 = Irrk^/p* > 2irk2/p = £2. Hence, s, - 5 may be taken to satisfy (3-5). The

proof for the case A > 0 is similar.

Now we turn our attention to equation (3-21), for which our assertion is:

Theorem 3.6. Suppose a > 0, A + 0 and B > 0. Then (3-21) has nontrivial,

periodic travelling wave solutions of the form (¡>(x — et), c > a. If A < 0, the amplitude

of <i> can be arbitrarily small (with c - a bounded away from zero). If A > 0 and

c — a > e, then there is no nonconstant, periodic solution of the form <b(x — ct) with

H\\v < £/2-

*(*)- I
i- = n
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Proof. We consider equation (3-2) with P2(£) = aJ2~7tt£2K0(B\£\), where the

bifurcation parameter X is related to c by c/(a - c) = X. Hence, c > a holds if and

only if X < -1. Suppose A < 0. With the aid of Remark 3.5 we can find £, > 0,

/?! > 0 and integer kx > 0 such that £, = 2Trkx/px, -1 < 2A£xK0(Bi;x) < 0 and

such that sx = Aft/rrH2K0(B£X), px satisfy condition (3-6). By repetition of the

previous argument, we derive that (3-2) has solutions

ecos(£xx) -l-eg^e),

with X = 1/ yj2rrsx -Y hx(e) for sufficiently small e > 0, where gx(e) is a c00 mapping

of e into the complement of (cos(£,x)} in S and hx(e) is a c°°-mapping of e into R

such that g,X0) = 0, hx(0) = 0. Now we can choose c > a such that c/(a — c) = X <

-1. For the case ,4 > 0, we again use Remark 3.5 after introducing ^ = 2a/(X + 1)

+ <b as in the proof of Theorem 3.4. The last assertion is also proved as before and

we omit the details.

Remark 3.7. It is well known that the K-dV equation admits both solitary wave

solutions and periodic travelling wave solutions. For equations (3-20), (3-21), the

existence of solitary wave solutions is not known.
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